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15th December 2015 

Expert Evidence is pleased to announce that Paul Barnett has 
joined the property group. 

Paul Barnett has joined the property group at Expert Evidence to handle disputes 
in the mortgage and property lending area. 

Paul has over 30 years’ experience in all types of property financing including 
development projects, personal mortgages particularly for nigh net worth clients, 
recoveries and more traditional lending situations. We are particularly pleased to 
have Paul on the team as he has experience of the finance sourcing role as a 
property broker, a field he has been involved with in the last 20 years. During this 
time he has worked both with many of the large institutions providing finance and 
also many of the professional services firms involved in property transactions. 

Paul also has experience of working overseas in both the residential and 
commercial markets. Often the most tricky area in disputes is in the area of 
development finance where major work is required to transform the property in to 
a state where there is a market appetite. 

Paul also is a specialist in Credit risk, Sales and Relationship Management. 

Dr Thomas Walford, CEO said “We are very pleased to have Paul on the team, here at 
Expert Evidence where he brings a completely new angle to the wide property specialisation that 
we now have within the group. We have seen a major growth in the number of litigation cases in 
this area and it is very pleasing to have Paul able to help David, Mervyn and the rest of the group 
with the increasing workload.” 

Paul joins David Griffiths, Collin Cumberland, Mervyn Iles and the team dealing 
with property and lending situations. 

Expert Evidence Limited is a professional firm concentrating on the four main 
areas of dispute resolution; acting as expert witnesses in financial 
litigation, mediation, arbitration and adjudication. The firm has a civil, criminal and 
international practice and has advised in many recent cases. Areas of specialisation 
include banking, lending, regulation, investment, and tax. 
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